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So, imagine the scenario…….
You have a chance encounter with someone who could help change your society’s
fortunes for the better. They don’t know you and they’ve never heard of your society.
You have their attention, they’re looking you in the eye, they’re ready to listen but
you don’t have long. Fluff this moment and you’re history. What do you say that will
capture their attention and make them want to
learn more? This is where your ‘elevator pitch’ is
vital.
Coined in the USA (hence elevator rather than
lift), the idea behind the term is that, to succeed in
business, you need to be able to encapsulate in
no more than a few sentences who you are, what
you do, and, most importantly, why the
conversation should continue. As a lift journey can
last as little as 30 seconds and even in the tallest
buildings is likely to last no longer than around two minutes, you have to be cogent,
articulate, and to the point. With luck, you’ll engage the attention of the person to
whom you are speaking and they will be curious enough to want to learn more, to
continue the conversation when you step outside that lift.
This sort of scenario isn’t that uncommon. OK, it might not happen in a lift, but it could
happen at a business event, a networking opportunity, or just in the street where you
bump into someone, and it can happen at any time. You need your elevator pitch
ready and to be willing to use it at the drop of a hat.
When I first became president at Wakefield Civic Society, I had to represent the
Society at all sorts of meetings and stakeholder events. Often, having introduced
myself as the president of the Society, I’d be confronted with the question “What’s
that?” and it was clear that many people outside the Society’s own membership had
never heard of XV. Being asked this question so frequently really made me
think about what the Society did and how best to describe it in the proverbial nutshell.
Much to my surprise and consternation, it was actually quite difficult to summarise the
essence of the Society, its values and its activities in just two or three sentences, partly
becausethe Society’s activities are based on a ZLGHnumber of differentFRQFHSWV

Reflecting on the question and how to answer it also started me thinking about why anyone VKould actually
be interested in what we do. How do you sell an idea and captivate an audience so that other people can
see the value in what you do to the point where they actually want to engage with LW and support your
work?
I began by writing down the sort of things we do in bullet points, starting with the charitable aims described
in the Society’s constitution. Like most civic societies, our principal interest is in the built environment. Our aims
say that we exist to “promote high standards of architecture and town planning in Wakefield, to stimulate
public interest in and care for the beauty, history and character of the area of the city and its surroundings,
&RQWLQXHGERWWRPRISDJH
www.yhacs.org.uk

Registered Charity No. 1112290
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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR
Strategy and Growth
There’s an old African proverb which
says “If you want to go fast, go alone; if
you want to go far, go together”.
Of course, in either case, it helps if you
know in which direction you are
travelling. For civic societies and the wider
civic movement, however, we are clearly
stronger when we bring people together
to debate, take action and to offer mutual
support.
As I hope you will by now be aware, the YHACS
committee have taken on some specific responsibilities
– we’ve called them YHACS Portfolios – to put some
structure into our thinking. The portfolio I have
assumed responsibility for is called Strategy and
Growth. The idea behind this portfolio is to think about
how we can make YHACS more successful not only in
terms of what it does but also in how it attracts and
retains member societies. I’m sure that you will share
our vision for YHACS to succeed as a dynamic and
highly regarded organisation that delivers tangible
benefits for its members. As a regional organisation,
we are well placed to promote an awareness of the
civic movement within Yorkshire and the Humber aV
well as WKHvalue that our member societies deliver for
their communities. We provide information and
networking opportunities through our newsletters and
quarterly meetings and, within the range of our
somewhat limited resources, we can offer advice and
support to our member societies when they need it.

One test of our success is the number of
societies we actually have within the
membership. This number has hovered on
or above the 40 mark ever since we
moved to our post Civic Trust membership
model where societies have to pay an
annual membership fee to YHACS. While
having 40 societies is, I think, commendable, we have to recognise that some
societies have decided not to join us while
others have walked away after a year or
two ofPHPEHUVKLS DOWKRXJKRQHRUWZRKDYHVLQFH
come back).
We think that a fee of £50 per annum is
reasonable and should be affordable for all
societies – some obviously disagree and we need to
work out why.
Of course, our strategy to attract and retain
members is put at risk when societies close down. In
2015, we were alerted by two of our members –
Horbury and Market Weighton Civic Societies –
that their closure was imminent. As the last thing we
want to see is civic societies closing down, YHACS
stepped in and took responsibility for running these
societies to prevent closure (see page 3 for details
of what we have been doing with these societies).
Unfortunately, another society, Allertonshire Civic
Society, which had earlier decided not to continue
its membership of YHACS, was to later advise us
that they had closed – too late for us to help. That
isn’t the end of the story, however, as we have been
advised that at least one other society is struggling
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to encourage the preservation, development and improvement of features of general public amenity or
historic interest and to pursue these ends by means of meetings, exhibitions, lectures, publications, other
forms of instruction and publicity, and promotion of schemes of a charitable nature”.
That’s quite a mouthful! And if we go back to the elevator pitch, it won’t work because it’s actually MXVWa list
RIthingsconnected yes, but each part of that list conveys a different idea of what we do
– and what if the
person you are speaking to isn’t interested in architecture, planning or preservation and development, terms
that have a wide range of possible interpretations and implications?
In the end, I decided to think about the value we add to the city and to find something that would (or
should!) grab the attention of anyone with an interest in Wakefield. This is what I came up with: Wakefield
Civic Society is an organisation dedicated to making Wakefield a better place in which to live, work or
relax.
You may or may not like this – but it’s easy to say (and remember) and, with slight DGGLWLRQVDQGvariations
WRwording, LWcan be used in printed documents, online and in presentations. What’s more, saying it to people
opens up a different sort of conversation from the sort I used to have when I spoke of our charitable
objects related to architecture, planning and design.
Kevin Trickett
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to find committee members and from some societies
we hear the almost constant refrain of their not
being able to attract new members. Civic societies
are not unique in this respect among volunteer led
organisations. People lead increasingly busy lives
and the sense of community that used to prevail is
perhaps weaker now than ever as population
G\QDPLFVchange. But it behoves the committees of
VXFKorganisations to do all they can to recruit the
SHRSOHthey need and sometimes that requires a
FOHDUVtrategy supported by an action plan to make
VXUHWKDWthe strategy is deliveredHIIHFWLYHO\.
Another measure of success for YHACS is how many
societies interact with us: coming to our quarterly
meetings and submitting articles for the newsletter or
entries for our annual YHACS/Peter Spawforth
award, for example. We tend to see around half of
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our member societies attending the meetings and
perhaps only a handful regularly submitting articles
for the newsletter, while even fewer submit entries
for the awards. We need to know what the
underlying causes for this apparent lack of
engagement might be so that we can respond
accordingly when devising our annual programme of
activities. Perhaps our members are looking for
something else? Whatever the reason, for our
programme of events to work well, we do need an
audience!
I’ll be returning to this subject in the coming months
and will be leading a session on strategy at our
AGM at the Cedar Court Hotel in Harrogate on 30th
January.
I do hope you will be there to join in the
discussion.

PROGRESS AT HORBURY AND MARKET WEIGHTON CS’S
Last year, the YHACS committee took on
responsibility for running Horbury and Market
Weighton Civic Societies. Both societies had
struggled to recruit new members and to find people
willing to do the committee work; both faced
imminent closure. As YHACS wants to see healthy and
vibrant civic societies running across the region, the
last thing we want to hear of is societies closing
down. We took on responsibility for Horbury Civic
Society in March 2015 and Market Weighton in July.
So, what’s been happening since then?
Well, progress is slow but we are making some. We
all have other things to do; as well as being on the
committee of YHACS, we’re involved in running our
own societies, of course, and, being the sort of
people we are, we do lots of other stuff besides.
However, having taken these extra societies on, we
have made a commitment to try to turn them round
and that is what we are attempting to do.
In each case, we have devised a strategy that will
see us recruit new members with a view to handing
back the running of the two societies to local people
in due course. There is some administration to take
care of before the strategy can be fully
implemented: we need to inform the Charity Commission that we are now running the societies and we
need to take control of the assets – usually, in the
case of civic societies, that means any money held in
bank accounts and elsewhere, as well as understanding any liabilities. It takes some time to do this but
we have now accomplished the task in both cases.
We also set about updating the constitution

(applying the model constitution suggested by the
Charity Commission) and identifying who the members
are – and might be in the future. We have set up
Twitter accounts for both societies and work is
underway to set up a new website for Horbury Civic
Society (we hope we can do the same for Market
Weighton in due course).
We have begun talking to potential partners and
stakeholders in Horbury and, in October last year, we
held a public meeting to talk about the Society and our
aspirations for the future. While attendance was a bit
on the low side, we did gather some names for our
‘keep in touch’ list. In addition, I recently attended a
meeting of a newly formed Horbury WI to speak
about Horbury Civic Society.
We felt that it was important for the Society to
reintroduce membership subscriptions: these had not
been collected for a number of years and we wanted
to establish a more formal relationship between the
Society and its supporters. These were introduced from
the beginning of 2016 and, although it still early days,
we have already received membership forms and
subscriptions from several people – and these are
people who have not previously been involved in the
work of the Society. We hope to recruit more new
members over the coming weeks and are quite
optimistic that we shall be able to hand the Society
back to local people in the very near future.
After that, we shall turn our attention to Market
Weighton!
Kevin Trickett
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A PROFILE OF ADDINGHAM CIVIC SOCIETY….
OUR STRATEGY...WHAT WE DO
In the light of the many, well documented
challenges facing the movement, we thought it
might be an opportune time to set out how
Addingham Civic Society is trying to respond.

●
●

The objective of this little note is to simply explain
how we interact, engage and communicate with our
membership. We believe in 'getting in front' of our
members at every opportunity, trying to meet their
expectations and giving value for money! We are
proactive about growing our membership base.

●
●

We are a rural based Society with a village
population of around 4000DQG400 members
currently growing. They are of an 'Elderly profile'
and hugely supportive. Subs are £8 for a single
and £15 for a double membership. Last year's gift
aid was around £900. We have no plans to increase the fees.

●
●

Our strategy, is to work with and get involved with
as many external bodies and organisations as
possible e.g. YHACS, Civic Voice, and the Parish
Council. Networking at every level is vital and we
work closely with other groups/Societies in the
Region. At present there is a 'joining of forces' in
Wharfedale to combat Bradford Council's housing
plans. This is our big project at the present time and
hugely important to the village. We have started
working with the Parish Council on a Neighbourhood
Plan. We work closely with our local MP and Ward
Councillors, who between them attend at least two
of our events every year. Bradford’s Lord Mayor
has attended two of our events in the last 6 months.
At a more local level, we work with the many Village organisations (around 30 at the last count!)
and we will also provide financial support where
the criteria meets our 'charitable aims'. For example
the Village Xmas market, the Village Gala, the
2014 Le Tour weekend and last year’s Tour of
Yorkshire Cycle Race (both races coming through
the Village!!) We cherish the relationship we have
with the 'Addingham Churches Together' (ACT)
group, which involve the 4 local churches. Talking to
the editor of the local Ilkley paper is essential.
This is a list of activities/schemes/etc. that we feel is
appropriate for us:
●
11 monthly member/speaker meetings with
an average attendance of around 90 - a
great opportunity to highlight key events,

●

●
●
●
●
●

activities and news.
We also include one dedicated 'open forum'
a year.
Autumn and Spring Fayres, as vital fundraising events.
Xmas Party catering for 80
A members outing. Our last one was Castle
Howard.
Monthly newsletter: one third paper version
delivered by hand and two thirds sent
electronically. Currently, one third of
members pay subs electronically.
One additional email at least, per month.
We have 7 Society publications, which are
sold in 3 local outlets as well as available
'on-line' via Amazon.
Website, Facebook and Twitter presence.
Village Civic Pride award.
Launched a Village Blue Plaque scheme in
2014. We have 3 in place and another 2
are in the pipeline.
In support of the local Garden Friends'
group we arrange a 'village clean-up' every year.
We support the village’s Multi Use Games
Area (MUGA) to the benefit of the
Community. We raised the funds to build
this facility in 2013.

This 'model' seems to work for us but we know it
might not be appropriate with other Societies. I
guess we must be doing something right because,
at this month's Fayre we had 4 new members join
our ranks!
Finally, we have and will continue to try and promote our ’youth policy', but this is not easy and in
our view says much about the perception of our
Society movement.
No surprise there then !

Jim Robinson
Addingham CS
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HISTORIC ENGLAND OFFER NEW ADVICE
ON TALL BUILDINGS
Historic England has recently
published advice to guide
the planning and design of
tall buildings.

environment is one of our
greatest assets - culturally,
socially and economically. It lies
at the heart of London's identity
and distinctiveness, and its very
success. It is at risk of being
badly and irrevocably damaged.
We have updated our advice on
planning for tall buildings so it
reflects our recent experience
and restates the commitment in
national planning policy to
protect the historic environment."

The Government body
(previously known as English
Heritage) says that tall
buildings should make a
positive contribution to city
life. But, in this advice it warns
that tall buildings, by virtue of
their size and widespread
visibility, can seriously harm places. It goes on to say
that England has seen many examples of tall
buildings that have had a lasting, adverse impact on
the historic environment. The guidance comes amid a
surge in new applications for tall buildings, which
need Historic England's advice at the planning
application stage.

The advice is a new edition (last published in 2007)
reflecting the National Planning Policy Framework
which recognises the importance of protecting the
historic environment and the need for high-quality
design, as well as a need for sustainable
development.

Duncan Wilson, Chief Executive of Historic England,
said: "There are many tall buildings being proposed at
the moment, particularly in London, that could have a
profound effect on the character of the place where
people, work and live. The aim of the planning system
is to deliver economic success whilst reinforcing local
distinctiveness. We can do this if we all take real care
to ensure that tall buildings are not just beautifully
designed, but also in the right place. London's historic

Tall buildings can define the image and identity of
towns and cities. They can represent the best of
modern architecture and some have been listed as the
best examples of their period. However, tall buildings
can also harm the qualities that people value about a
place by being poorly designed and by being in the
wrong location.
Abstracted from Civic Voice Bulletin 11th Dec 2015
David Moss

NEXT YHACS MEETING
SATURDAY 30TH JANUARY 1:00 - 4:00 PM
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
AT

CEDAR COURT HOTEL, PARK PARADE
OFF KNARESBOROUGH ROAD
HARROGATE, HG1 5AH
GUEST SPEAKERS
TREVOR MITCHELL, PLANNING DIRECTOR FOR YORKSHIRE AT HISTORIC ENGLAND
IAN HARVEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CIVIC VOICE
CONTACT: KEVIN TRICKETT ON 01924 361180 OR INFO@YHACS.ORG.UK
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CALL TO BE POSITIVE
ABOUT PONTEFRACT
During the summer, I led a number of
Heritage Walks for visitors to the
town and hosted a visit by retired civil
servants from Hull and the East Riding.
I know it’s polite to say good things
about the place you are visiting, but
our visitors were genuinely ecstatic about the
Pontefract offer. One couple from Hull were so
impressed that they now make a monthly visit to
Pontefract; to use the Wednesday Market and to
stock up with meat and pies from the Market Hall.
There is a tendency for we Pomfretians to focus on
the negatives and to fix blame firmly on the
shoulders of Wakefield Council for every woe that
befalls us. By doing so, however, we may overlook
the positives. It’s when you start to list what’s been
good in 2015, that you realise the scope of what’s
happened in the town; ranging from events which
have become part and parcel of the annual
calendar through to longer term developments.
For example:
·
The on-going Town Heritage Initiative
providing a catalyst for non-grant funded
property improvements
·
The annual Lantern Festival
·
The Crescent Project
·
New businesses opening in the town centre
including a butcher, a baker, a pie shop and
a boutique
·
The Council-led Proms at the Castle
·
National media attention (Countryfile, The
Hairy Builder etc.)
·
£3.045 million from the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) for Pontefract Castle's Key to the North
project,
·
Moves to improve transport links including
increased services from Pontefract to Wake
field and Leeds and Grand Central’s
commitment to the Pontefract to London
service
·
The annual Picnic at the Castle
·
The Council-led Magna Carta event at the
Castle
·
Pontefract Civic Society and Pontefract Herit
age Group working with Wakefield Council
to improve tourism/the visitor experience
·
The new playground at Friarwood Valley
Gardens
·
The Pontefract Grand Prix
·
Ghost Walks at Pontefract Castle

·

·

The Market Hall; named as the
joint winner of the Best Small
Indoor Market, by the
National Association of British
Markets.
Yorkshire Day – probably the
biggest and best annual event
in the county.

The question is how do we convince the people of
Pontefract that things are on the up and get them to
celebrate and embrace success? To borrow from A
Dialogue Conteinyng the Nomber in Effect of all the
Prouerbes in the Englishe Tongue: "A man maie well
bring a horse to the water, But he can not make him
drinke without he will."
My view is that we must keep on pushing and
promoting the success message at every opportunity.
That is not to say that we sweep the bad news under
the carpet. It’s a case of getting the balance right.

Martin Lodge
Vice Chair, Pontefract Civic Society

Photos courtesy of Pontefract Heritage Group
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PONTEFRACT CS LAUNCHES A
CHRISTMAS DISPLAY COMPETITION
In an attempt to put some sparkle into Christmas,
Pontefract Civic Society launched a Christmas
Display Competition.

BLUE PLAQUE FOR
PONTEFRACT CASTLE
As part of the on-going Magna Carta Celebrations,
Pontefract Civic Society together with Friends of
Pontefract Castle unveiled a blue plaque at
Pontefract Castle on 14th December 2015.

The judging panel; Cllr Denise Jeffery (WMDC
Deputy Leader), Rob Clayden (local artist
photographer), Eve Hodgson (King’s High School)
and Josh Newton (Carleton High School) visited 13
businesses on 17th December accompanied by Paul
Cartwright (Chair, Pontefract Civic Society).
The judges were particularly impressed with shops
that had done more than just use their stock with
added decorations and especially, by those that
had included a creative theme or a setting.
The winner of the competition was Flowerworks and
runners up were Southgate Kitchen & Bathroom
Studio and Hark Interiors and Goodworth Bros. All
three received a framed certificate from Pontefract
Civic Society.
The judges were also impressed by the displays at
Jackie's Florist, Brosgill Opticians, Peter Jones, and
Suzi's Boutique.
Paul Cartwright, Chair of Pontefract Civic Society
said, "We wanted to test the water with this pilot
initiative, and we're pleased that over a dozen shops
decided to enter the competition and we thank them
for their participation. With this success we hope to
repeat the competition in 2016 with more shops taking
part, which will make the town a brighter shopping
experience. We may even add a similar competition at
a different time of year."

The plaque commemorates John de Lacy’s role as one
of the 25 barons who forced King John to accept the
Magna Carta.

Martin Lodge
Vice Chairman, Pontefract Civic Society
Photograph by Martin Lodge

SELBY CIVIC SOCIETY JOINS THE
TWITTERSPHERE!
Selby now has a twitter account
www.twitter.com/selbycivicsoc
“At last”, tweeted the YHACS
Chairman when told that Selby Civic
Society had joined the twitter
community “What kept you!”
It’s the Society’s latest attempt to raise its profile
and, perhaps equally importantly, to pick up timely
information that is increasingly being spread through
social media.
We’ll let you know how it has helped in a future
Newsletter.
David Moss
Selby Civic Society

Photograph (courtesy of Rob Clayden) shows the award being made to
Flowerworks. Pictured (left to right) are: Cllr Denise Jeffery, Liz Abbott,
Bethany Reynolds, Paul Cartwright, Eve Hodgson and Josh Newton.
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NEW BUILDING IN
FLEMINGATE, BEVERLEY
many modern shopping centres seem to create an
antiseptic atmosphere alien to their surroundings and
are architecturally unimaginative.
The work of construction has now been completed
and the doors of the East Riding College campus
(photo left) were unlocked in September 2015.

View of the new College and Cinema buildings looking
from the South West.

The official opening of the remainder of the site was
on 3rd November 2015 - in time for the Christmas
rush. Prior to the opening members of the executive
of the Civic Society were given an official tour of this
£125 million development.

The central
pedestrian
In 2005 the Clariant factory (once part of
street leads
Hodgson’s tannery) and the buildings of the
directly from the
Museum of Army Transport in Flemingate were
housing, a useful
demolished.
device, through
the retail area
This left a 16 acre site available for development
with its strong
which was close to Beverley Minster and within
view of the
walking distance of the historic town centre. After
magnificent
much debate the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
The shopping street looking West towards The
medieval
Minster
decided that the best use of the land would be a
minster
acting
mixed approach: 130 energy efficient affordable
as a focus. The
homes, a substantial retail section with cafes and
materials used for building are mostly the same as
restaurants, a new campus for the East Riding
materials used in the old town – brick. Variation in
College, an 80 bed hotel, a six-screen cinema
roof levels, window openings and street facades
together with a 500 space multi-storey car park.
Those attending a public enquiry on 28th November make for interest though the hanging shop signs are
of uniform design. However, the design of the car
2008 were told that the ‘£120 million redevelopment of this derelict site will enhance the town park with its harsh building materials, though partly
and boost its economy without harming the town centre hidden, leaves much to be desired, and the garish
sloping roundabout at the entrance is an alien
or shops in neighbouring Hull’.
feature at an important entry to the town. The new
‘Premier Inn’ will be a useful addition for visitors to
The idea was accepted and the scheme put out to
the town. The design of the hotel is better than some
tender; Wykelands of Hull being the accepted
but the corporate purple spotlights are an
developers. Beverley Civic Society together with
unfortunate addition. The College building with its
Beverley Renaissance Partnership worked closely
glass covered exterior creates a light and airy
with the
developers since building with an open staircase and refectory visible
from the outside and an interior alive with the
day one of the
movement of people. The six-screen ‘Parkway’
proposals. The
building of such a cinema is spacious inside but presents a bland
façade somewhat relieved by an arcade that
large
provides cover from the elements. Outside the
development in a
College and cinema is a recreational area with
historic area
artificial grass easy to maintain, or replace if it shows
presented both
opportunities and signs of being worn.
(Continued on page 9)
The shopping street looking West towards
dilemmas.
So
The Minster
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SHOP WINDOW SCENES
REFLECT GOOLE'S PAST
A local historian, Susan Butler, provided the original
images and the A0-size display boards were
produced by Goole printers Harry Broadley and Sons.
Goole Civic Society Chair Margaret Hicks-Clarke said:
"We were delighted to receive funding from Yorkshire
Water to bring our project to fruition. Even while we
were putting the first pictures up, people were stopping
to look and reminisce. The images range from the early
1900s right through to the 1970s, showing how Goole
developed over the years. Our aim is to brighten up the
street scene and foster pride our home town."
Pictures of shops and street scenes from times
gone by have become a talking point in the East
Yorkshire town of Goole. They have been erected
by Goole Civic Society to brighten up windows of
vacant shops in the town centre.

A spokeswoman for Yorkshire Water said: "We're
proud to have sponsored Goole Civic Society's project
to showcase the town's history in unused shop windows.
“This is an excellent project that will help to enhance the
town centre and provide a talking point about Goole's
past. This is just one of the projects Yorkshire Water
The initiative was funded by grant money from the funded as part of our Goole Community Fund which we
created to thank the people of Goole for their patience
Yorkshire Water Goole Community Fund,
established to thank the town for its patience during whilst we carried out investment works."
two years of flood prevention work. The society was
Photo - Two scenes of Boothferry Road, Goole, from different eras on
one of around 20 local organisations to benefit
display in a vacant shop in the town centre.
from the £20,000 pot.
Margaret Hicks-Clarke

NEW BUILDING IN
FLEMINGATE, BEVERLEY (

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Throughout the development of this site there have
been fears on how it would affect the old town. Two
months after opening first impressions are
favourable – there seems to be little decrease in
footfall in the town centre and nearly all retail space
is taken. The Council has mostly restricted the
opening of smaller shops in Flemingate but has
instead concentrated on offering larger units for such
stores as Debenhams, Wilko and H & M units thus
providing a different shopping experience to
residents or visitors to the town.

8)

Today the streets of the old town are filled with
houses belonging to different periods.
The development of 16 acres in Flemingate has
provided the opportunity of concentrating on 21st
century architecture over a large area. Luckily the
developers have been aware of the need for
variation to create interest. Only time will tell how
successful this ambitious project has been.

Pamela Hopkins – Secretary of the Beverley and
Over the last 1000 years there have been many
District Civic Society
changes in the town of Beverley. Buildings have
Dick Lidwell – Leader of the Development Group of
been demolished when no longer needed, timber has
the Beverley and District Civic Society
been replaced by brick and the town has had to
adapt to the coming of the motor car. In the 20th
Photos courtesy of Richard Lidwell
century the number of larger industries has declined.
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FROM THE
BOOKSHELF
little more crusty. Bryson, who has now taken UK
citizenship (while retaining that of the USA) still
amuses and still enthuses about the delights he
encounters on his perambulations around the
country but he is still prepared to hand out the
brickbats.

How do you decide what issues your society
should tackle?
One way would be to ask people what they think
needs attention in the area where your society
operates and compile a list accordingly. Looking
at the place where you live through the eyes of
others can be informative. Or just read a book?
It’s nearly 20 years since I first read Bill Bryson’s
Notes from a Small Island but I remember how much I
enjoyed it at the time. It presented an amusing look
at Britain through the eyes of someone from the USA
but who had chosen to live in the UK for a period (no
doubt influenced by the fact he took an English
bride).
I was delighted then when I saw that last year he
had published a sort of sequel – The Road to Little
Dribbling which I read over the Christmas break.
The latest book is very much a revisit but this time
perhaps the eyes are more critical and the mood is a

What had really changed this time around, though,
was that I was reading it as someone who has been
closely involved with running a civic society (back in
1996, when I read the first book, civic society
concerns were still a bit new to me). Now, I found
myself tutting and agreeing, nodding sagely and
reflecting on the sort of experience people
travelling around Britain might encounter – from
public transport that doesn’t link up to the type of
service and facilities you might encounter in a hotel
or restaurant. Reading the new book gave me food
for thought; it also inspired me to go back and
re-read the first book again. This time around I
took more account of what Bryson found to dislike
about his experience of Britain.
While Bryson still has huge admiration for the
country, from its natural beauty and much of its fine
architectural heritage, his musings and frequent
outbursts have provided me with a sort of action list
of things to look out for and even challenge when I
walk around my home city (why should we put up
with bus shelters, that once upon a time used to
have seats, now having nothing more than a metal
pole to sit on?). My language might be a little
more temperate, but the sentiments are shared!
Kevin Trickett

THE FIRST WORLD WAR MEMORIAL
Civic Voice, one of four partner organisations, are project and training for those wishing to get involved
now coming to Hull.
in listing Hull's war memorials. A map of the location is
We are looking for volunteers in Hull to help record available here: https://goo.gl/
the condition of the city’s war memorials. Funding is maps/9aTAY8KAEx72.
If you can spare some time and would like to attend
available for the repair and conservation of
the workshop, reserve your free place
memorials (see page 11), but we need the help of
here: http://ow.ly/Xdvod.
dedicated volunteers to find them and record their
If you would like to get involved or need further
condition first, using a simple survey. With around
600 war memorials located in Hull there is no better information about the Hull project contact Michael
Reeve (Local Leader for Hull)
time to make the tributes in Hull ‘fit for heroes’.
on m.j.reeve@2015.hull.ac.uk or 07947936162.
We are holding a workshop on Thursday 18
February at Blaydes House, High Street, 1-4pm. It Follow the Hull project on Twitter: @WW1_Hull
is free to attend and will include information on the
Michael Reeve, Civic Voice
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YOUR LOCAL WAR MEMORIALS
NEED YOU!

CIVIC VOICE’S
2016 DESIGN AWARDS
In 2015 Picker ing Civic Society wo n
the Judges "Special Aw ard" in
Civic Voice's “D esign Awards”
com petition, for its “Slowing the
Flow” flood alleviation project.
Civic Voice are now inviting entries for their 2016
“Design Awards” - the people’s choice for
architecture and the built environment.

How will we remember them?
Do you know... The location of your nearest war
memorial?
What condition it’s in?

Funding is available to restore it.
Act now. Save your war memorial!
During the centenary of the Great War an army of
volunteers is…
●
●
●

Recording the condition of England’s war
memorials
Obtaining funding to repair war memorials
Protecting war memorials for future
generations

Communities across England are invited to celebrate
great design, development and conservation by
nominating for an award buildings, places and
spaces which are loved by local people.
Who can nominate?
Nominations for this year’s awards can be made by
civic societies or other local community organisations
for projects they consider make a significant
contribution to the quality of their built environment.

Categories
Communities are invited to submit entries for projects
that are examples of:
●
New buildings.
●
Historic buildings that have been reused,
refurbished or restored.
●
Public realm schemes such as street works,
conservation area improvements and
enhancements of parks or public spaces.

Eligibility
Only buildings and projects in England are eligible.
Any project completed in the two-year period after
…...to ensure the nation’s war memorials are a fitting 1 January 2014 and before 31 December 2015
tribute to the fallen.
may be entered.
If you would like to join up, visit:
www.civicvoice.org.uk/warmemorials/ to find out
about activities in your area and how you can get
involved.

Deadline
The closing date for applications is 14 February
2016. For more information and to submit an entry
visit www.civicvoice.org.uk

There is a workshop in our region in Hull on 18th Entry Form
February (more details on page 10).
http://www.civicvoice.org.uk/civicvoiceawards/
For details go to - https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/ civic-voice-award/designawards/cvda2016apply
hull-war-memorials-condition-survey-workshoptickets-20858336847
Let’s get some good entries from our region!
Abstracted and adapted from a Civic Voice flyer

David Moss
YHACS
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FUTURE EVENTS/DATES IN 2016

Reg. Charity No. 1112290

www.yhacs.org.uk

The Yorkshire and
Humber Association of
Civic Societies (YHACS)
is the distinct voice of the
civic society movement
in the Yorkshire and
Humber region, and our
vision is to enhance the
quality of life for all
citizens in the region by
engaging citizens not only in the protection of
local heritage but also in
the promotion of
sustainable economic
development and urban
renaissance.

Sat 30th January

YHACS AGM at Cedar Court Hotel, Harrogate

Thurs 18th February

Civic Voice, “War Memorials Condition Survey”
Workshop, Hull

Weds 16th March

“Smarter Campaigning” Workshop, Leeds

Sat 9th April

YHACS Spring Members meeting at the Mansion
House, Doncaster

NEXT MEETING
IS THE YHACS AGM AT
CEDAR COURT HOTEL, HARROGATE
HG1 5AH

FOR MORE DETAILS
SEE PAGE 5
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